Three spacecraft for the UK, Turkey and Nigeria were launched together in September 2003, Io join Algeria's satellite. AISat-I. in the Disaster Monitoring Constellation (DMC). Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd. has designed. built and launched the world's first constellation to provide daily global Earth observation coverage at moderate resolution in three spectral bands. This international initiative will provide daily images for global disaster monitoring, as well as supporting each partner nation's indigenous remote sensing requirements.
INTRODUCTION
The launch of ALSAT-1 in November of 2002 saw the enhancing resolution. The markets for such hieh--I first Disaster Monitoring Satellite successfully placed resolution data products are well served. and are likely in orbit. This was followed in September 2003 by the to become more competitive with further planned highhighly successful launch of 3 satellites, BILSAT resolution missions. CTurkey). NigeriaSat-1 and UK-DMC, on a Cosmos
In parallel. the small satellite sector has concentrated launcher from Plesetsk, Russia.
on reducing the cost of specialised dara prcducts that The Disaster Monitoring Constellation is designed lo are ill servcd bv cwent missions. and on the achieve d i l l tm3prng of any pan of 'he uorld f r m 3 devclopmenr uf $ ) r i m s prowdong ntrhc irrtices. Onr conctc11alllln .)I 5 s.Itellilcs. E3ch satcll~te IS owwJ and dlqinct qxralcd 0 ) a singlc nation. but b) c~~up.iaring lugether advmtage 16 tn mceung the IIC& for highcr lc!nplral ill the DMC Consdniunl they can achteve dail) reiulutioii by m a n , of an atiordahle conste11at~on uf imaging worlduidc, greatly cnhdncmg the orpabdtt) of EO ,a~llitcs. their national space ascl.
The lnlernalionnl organiur~uns and cunimuniltrs that The DMC demonwatcs h a t small salr.llitc> can considrr disaster monttoring and mitqation. using invohe a u,idc range of nations in w o r h h i l e s p~c e space mis,tons. habe identified many detatleJ programmes. Ennh Obser\ntiun (EO) missions are requirements for dehcalcd mksions Accersihdity and pnnicularl) wcll suited 10 stiiliuldtc the de~clopment of htgh temporal resolutlun have aluayb been kcy \u,latimhlc resource management and Cnvirunmental parmeterr. but due tu the diverse natwc of dlsa,ters nlontlonng. and can aid the dc\elopment of neu thls applicstion uas found to require a wide range of naliniial industries and space capabilities.
scnsors. incluhng thermal-lR. multi-spectrd and mr.
of sJte~~,Ics mcd,um high rPar;dl hypcr-sy*rml sensors. htgh-resolution panchromatic re$olutton rcconnatrsancc of the ~a n h has ken ,,cl) wnsors and S)nthetic Apcnurc Radar (SAR) As a de ,",," str;ltc~ in rcccnl )ear,. hrollgh proposed system would never address ali the complex requirements. but would provide a useful and practical first step in the development of a dedicated disaster monitoring system. The projected cost of the entire constellation would be well within that of a single conventional remote sensing spacecraft. Yet, rather than targeting a single Source of funding for the constellation, a novel concept was adapted based on individual ownership of a single spacecraft and ground station pair. This leads to a relativcly small investment for each participant. which can be justified on the basis of meeting individual requirements. However. in combination with a broad collaboration agreement. it not only provides owners with absolute control over their own assets to meet specific national or commercial needs. but it also strongly encourages owners to share resources to reap the benefits of operating the spacecraft as a constellation.
The key benefit is an enhanced temporal resolution, and a unique source of data that is not available from other existing space-based assets. The consortium also provides a method of sharing and spreading risk aeainst a launch failure or soacecraft fault. The The first DMC meeting was held in 2031 at Surrey, at which the partners agreed to set up a consortium so that maximum benefit can be derived for all partners by working together in a constellation. Basic principles of data sharing were agreed. such that 5% of system capacity could be reserved for disnster management.
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~~~ consortium charter has been deliberately kept simple. At the second DMC Consonium mating in Algeria. a but direct provision has been made for directing free Memorandum Of Undentanding was signed by all use of the constellation in cases of a disaster area being Parties. Consortium also reviewed the ALSAT-1 mission and A sun-synchronous orbit is base-lined with a Local its preliminary EO data, and lurther discussions were Time of the Ascending Node (LTAN) at 1000 near held on data sharing, exploitation and continuing 700km altitude. With a moderate GSD of 32111. it is international collaboration possible to provide daily global coverage at the equator kith 4 tu Bspacecraft, as long as each spacecraft could access a swath of 3W to 600km. The system design DMC CONSTELLATION DESIGN The primary driver for the system design has been to lifetime was set at 5 years.
DMC SPACECRAFT DESIGN
Based on the original mission concept. ALSAT-I, the put a-baseline conceptual system into operation within a reasonable time, rather than to capture the full set of requirements from the outset of the proiect. . _ complain that they do not have regular and timely access, and that response time is often inadequate for serious use. The aim of the DMC is therefore to provide the ability tu revisit and return imagery from any pan of the globe, on a daily basis. A system design goal is also to provide a high degree of responsiveness, both in tasking the constellation and in image delivery.
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A key decision in the spacecraft design was to reject a 3-axis controlled solution with inshvment off-pointing capability, and instead select a nadir-stabilised platform with a wide swath instrument with electroniccontrolled subimaging tu replace off-pointing.
The following description is for the standard DMC spacecraft. The Turkish satellite, BILSAT-I. which is associated as part of the initial constellation, is a far more complex design and is described more fullv in reference [21.
DMC PAYLOAD
The DMC EO payload operates in Store-and-Forward mode, so that images can be taken out of range of any control stations. Payload data remain stored on-board until the spacecraft is commanded to return the data once in contact with one of the network ground stations. The payload therefore comprises two banks of cameras. a set of solid-state data recorders, and two high-speed downlinks. As with most small satellites. a balance has been struck between cost and performance. Payload operations are fundamentally resource limited by the on-board power available at the end-of-life, and by on-board storage. Fundamentally, the system design constrains the spacecraft on every orbit to I .
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Take images tilling half its data recorders
Return all these data to a single station
In practice, the system is well balanced between these constraints. but there are cases where any of these becomes the limiting factor. Data storage becomes the limiting factor when the spacecraft does not transit The complete instrument provides near 20,000 pixels in the standard LANDSAT bands 2,3 and 4 (Green: 0.52pm to 0.62pm. Red: 0.63pm to 0.69pm and Near Infra-Red: 0.76prn to 0.Ypm).
The two main solid-state data recorders are configured to provide 4Gbit each, and a back-up data recorder provides an additional lGbit of solid-state storage. Software windowing functions are employed allowing the whole. or only sections of the full swath to be stored. Each instrument bank is cross-connected to the data recorders in a redundant fashion, and there is a third functionally redundant IGbit data recorder. Each half of the instrument can be powered separately, which allows flexible management of the on-board power resources. Input from the spacecraft clock allows software on the data recorder to deal with significant pans of the payload-scheduling task.
The primary data recorders are based around a Motorola PowerPC processor, and have the ability to carry out on-board image processing should this be required in the future. The secondary data recorder is based on an Intel StrongArm processor, providing a minimal lcvel of redundancy through alternate technology.
A high speed S-band downlink is employed for data r e m , with 4W RF power, operating at SMbps. QPSK modulation is used, with half rate convolutional coding. A quadrifilar helix antenna is employed, providing a circularly polarised, shaped omnidirectional patlern, with equal power flux density across the entire footprint.
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DATAPRODUCTS DMC SPACECRAFT PLATFORM
Various imaging modes are possible. The accessible The platform design for the DMC spacecraft is an swath width of the payload is over 660km from a enhanced micro-satellite measuring 64Ox64Ox680m. 686b orbit. when using both halves of the payload.
The spacecraft weighs 88kg. of which l9kg is payload. Figure 9 . The spacecraft is largely dual redundant, with B controllerarea-network (CAN) based data handling system.
A propulsion system is required in order for the spacecraft to be able to operate as part of the constellation, and is used to carry out initial launcher injection corrections. spacecraft separation into their respective orbital slots, altitude maintenance and finally an end-of-life manceuvre to remove the spacecraft from the operational system. The system does not offer provlsion for maintenance of the LTAN, and instead the initial altitude and inclination are selected to minimise the LTAN drift over the mission
The ability to continue extending the swath in lifetime' longitude then depends solely on ground station A Butane based monopropellant system was selected, location and capacity. Basic pre-launch radiometric and as it provides a high density Isp, allowing lower geometric characterisation has been performed, and it volume tanks to be used when compared with a is anticipated both raw data products, as well as conventional Nitrogen system. A further advantage is radiometrically and geometrically corrected products that the storage pressure is much lower, reducing the will be available. In-orbit radiometric calibration is shipping and safety concerns.
The propulsion system delivers approximately 2om/s planned delta-V. and comprises 2 cylindrical tanks holding The system is housed on the spacecraft base-plate, alongside the propulsion-controller electronics.
As mission lifetime and reliability were considered key paramcten, a momentum biased attitude control system was selected, augmented by a gavity gradient boom. This provides natural platform stability. as well as providing an inherently safe spacecraft attitude configuration.
for housekeeping. and the OBC386 is used for attitude control.
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The DMC spacecraft are designed to be operated using Internet-Protocol @' )-based protocols for all routine uperations, as pioneered on UoSAT-12 [51. The payload downlink also implements a new ConsultativeCommittee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) File Delivery Protocol over IP on the 8Mbps payload downlink.
GROUNDSEGMENT
The DMC is designed to operate with a distributed The spacecraft is 3-axis stabilised, using a pitch ground Segment. which provides greatest redundancy, momentum wheel and yaw reaction with dual ample scope for growth, and encourages cooperation. 11 redundant 3-axis magnetoquers. A gradient =an also be operated as a centralised system when boom is employed to provide a hieh degree of necessary, for instance to c a w out constellation-wide slabilifv. conrtrainine the body-rotation rates to less than +2.5mdeg/s. Two vector magnetometers and four dual-axis sun-sensors are camed in order to determine the attitude to better than i0.2S0. but. because of the wide swath of the prime instrument. control is relaxed to *lo. A GPS receiver is carried to aid navigation during the critical mission phases. and also provides an accurate spacecraft clock.
The power system coniprises four body mounted GaAs solar panels and an 8Ah NiCd battery. A raw 28V bus is distributed. alongside a regulated 5V bus. Lines are electronically switched and over-current protected with electronic switches. The system delivers over 30W orbit-average to the platform and payloads, with 12W for the olatform. with aooroximatelv 16-2OW available ~~~ ~~~ .. for payload operations.
employs S-band with a dual redundant CPFSK 9.6kbps redundancy provided by the two payload downlinks. have any dead The uplink employs patch antennas, whereas the downlink employs a simple monopole antenna. The Each participant owns a1 least one station to access the data handling system employs a dual redundant CAN constellation assets,' and maintains the operations bus for dismbution of TTC. as well as small file schedule and resowing for its own spacecraft. Each trnnsfers and bmtloading. Two functionally redundant station includes Mission Planning System software, a on-board processon are carried. The OBC186 is used Data Archive and catalogue. and basic image
The station is based on a 3.7m tracking dish, which includes both S-band lT&C as well as the S-band
The telemetry and telecommand (mc) system high-speed payload downlink, I( exhibits a Gm of uplink, and a single 38,4kbps QpsK with !3dBK at elevation angles above 10 degrees. and includes an X-over-Y rotor drive so Ihat it does not overhead.
processing capabilities.
System users can request targets via an internet-based LAUNCH user interface. The scheduling software identifies The first spacecraft in the constellation, ALSAT.I, was imaging opportunities on all DMC satellites based on launched on the 28th November 2o02 on a COSMOS.
spacecraft resource modelling, and provides feedback 3M launcher, The second launch on 27th September 'perator may lhen send a to Ihat partner a total of four spacecraft, by adding NigeriaSAT-1, satellite. which will appear in the partner's scheduling UK-DMC and B,LSAT-I. system. If accepted it will then be uploaded to the satellite and acquired.
A second mode is planned for disaster response. Reuters AleRNet will receive requests for images from Aid agencies, activated by the country affected by the disaster asking for international assistance. The DMC consoitium will then mget the disaster response images with highest priority. and upload a schedule to all available satellites in the constellation.
Since the satellite tasking system is designed to enable disaster requests to be centrally scheduled, this also provides the basis for scheduling of commercial orders. The DMC constellation working in synergy can double the number of images acquired and downloaded in comparison with the sum of the individual satellites. This is because there are considerable more download opportunities to the network of DMC ground stations. The orbit~injection for the 2" launch was extremely which frees the storage capacity of the SSDR for more accurate and was achieved within the required 2 second images.
window.
The DMC capacity will primarily be used to fulfil Spacecraft will now be equally spaced along the orbit, national EO requirements. such as land use mapping, and the constellation is planned to operate at an initial urban development monitoring etc. However. the LTAN of IOOOam, which will slowly drift to I I:OOam, capacity of the system is expected to enable imaging to before returning to 1O:oO after 5 years. Additional be carried out commercially, thus meeting the demand paruler spacecraft can be added subsequently, to for high time resoluti& imaging ~ in various applications.
Stations have so far been installed in the UK. Algeria, Turkey and Nigeria, and are inter-connected via the Internet. This allows remote control and data collection where desirable. but most importantly allows for distributed payload management. which can eventually lead to improved system responsiveness. The Mission Planning system is designed to be cooperative, with the assumption that each spacecraft will nominally be operated from its corresponding station. Requests for commanding the plalform or payload from other users will be received over Internel, and reviewed by the spacecraft owner against ils own priorities. Commands for disaster monitoring support will be pre-approved and will have the highest priority. It is anticipated that these man-in-the loop systems will eventually be replaced with software proxies to reduce the systcm response time. Surrey staff will initially carry out constellation management tasks from its UK station.
Only full COlkdboratiOn leads to the benefits of daily global access to a particular location. Consortium members are free to negotiate full use of the constellation assets with their peers, for instancc by using 25% of the constellation for 100% of the time, or 100% of the constellation for 25% of the time.
increase the temporal coverage or provide replacement spacecraft.
The spacecraft platforms were rapidly commissioned From each national ground station. The first images were received from the satellites within IO days of launch.
RESULTS FROM THE DMC SPACE CRAFT
lmagery has been received from all the spacecraft in the DMC. However the longest experience as been with the first satellite, AISal-1. The si7r. of the scenes returned has ranged from individual tiles to scenes that fully exercise both imagers and data recorders. Post processing systems have been refined to allow images to be stitched together, and work is in progress refining the process for radiometric and geomehic corrections. Within the first six months of operation, over 2M) images have been captured. demonstrating that the mission is operational as expected and is being operated in a safe power and thermal regime.
ALSAT-1 IMAGERY
The images generated by the multi-speclral imager payload on ALSAT-I (e.g. Figures 14 & 15) easily demonstrate the capability of the DMC spacecrafl. Various full scenes have been returned, and one example is shown in Figure 16 , covering a 6oOx5Mlkm area of the westem USA identified in Figure 17 . Thcse images are pre-processed to level-0 -that is the individual bands have bccn co-registered and. if necessary. images from the two banks have been stitched together.
fipre 1 5 o e~~v~w o l~~o l L a r~s a n d L a n g B e a c h A significant challenge is the sheer amount of data that can be generated by the spacecraft, with 8Ox80km image tiles of 75Mbytes. and full scenes of up to IGbyte in size. Fast and reliable Internet links between the partner stations are being established to meet the system goals. Furthermore. the availability of data archiving systems that support a low cost COTS approach for the mission is limited, and so the DMC consortium is investing in the development of ils own system for image storage, distribution and delivery in the case of disaster imagery.
The primary SSDRs, when both filled simultaneously Distance are with image data from each csD, as can be Seen in Figure   Figure 18 . from the lower right hand portion of the image. SSTL has developed in-house software to allow CONCLUSION mature [61.
bank can provide a Additional concepts include those for Thermal-IR hotwith image detail in ~maging [71, and sea-state monitoring using radar huge image while still benefiting from detail at 32m spot detection. Hwr-spectral and Ocean colour accurate recombination of the multi-spectral image bands over large areas and assist in the generation of image mosaics .from a matched pair of full swath images or a sequence of windowed events to change the format of the images produced.
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Although complete coverage of the globe fur disaster monitoring requires the full constellation, ALSAT-I has already produced images of affecled arcas ahead of the DMC. Figure 19 , showing the after effects of flooding in Morocco, compares very favourably with NOAA data of the area.
A national users conference for ALSAT-I was held in Algeria in May 2003. where a number of demonstration applications based on the ALSAT-1 images already acquired were discussed, including monitoring changes in surface response following the Algerian earthquake, and detecting and measuring vegetation burn scam following a series of major forest fires in Alaska.
Space is no longer the domain of the superpowers. The development of the Disaster Monitoring Constellation demonstrates that small satellites can involve a wide range of nations in worthwhile space programmes both nationally and internationally. Earth Observation missions are particularly well suited to stimulate the development of sustainable resource management and environmental monitoring. The DMC consortium model provides additional benefifs, such as risk sharing and cooperation, The Disaster Monitoring Constellation includes a number of innovations on diffeerent levels. It provides a practical realization of the need for dynamic Earth Observation. with daily imaging capability for any point on the globe. This is achieved through the formation of a novel international partnership, and enabled through small satellites in constellation. The DMC demonstrates how international collaboration can create operational space systems of which the whole is greater than the individual pats. Each pamer gains benefits from others in the consaltium. Yet each partner has an independent space asset lo meet their own needs whilst benefiting from synergy through sharing of capacity with others. The model offers ideal opportunities for new space nations to become involved in space, and build up their national space industries.
Spacecraft such as the DMC small Earth Observation platform are the ideal tool lo be used within a constcllation to provide higher temporal resolution than can be obtained from individual spacecraft. The DMC payload implements a new way of addressing a wide swath from a small spacecraft. using very wide FieldOf-View Sensors and electronic windowing, as opposed to a sophisticated attitude coutro1 system. As a result, the spacecraft cost is constrained. and novel imaging PLANSFORTHEFUTURE data products can be provided with exceptionally wide swath.
Work is ongoing in the implementation of a distributed product scheduling and data archiving system to This capability combined with an effective know how support the DMC requirements. transfer and training programme has put DMC partners firmly on the list of space nations and provided a missions and Plans are being finalised to operate the constellation as for future national a co-ordinated unit, whilst maximising the owner international knowledge, capability and control of the individual soacecraft. The Consortium is considering how the REFERENCES DMC can be maintained in the fumre, and-is actively 1. sweeting M.N.,(sSTL). Chen Fangyun (Chinese considering additional members to ensure continuity of ~c a d e m y of Sciences 
